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Risk Be Damned is part of the Best-Selling Kurtherian Gambit SeriesRisking One's Heart is often

harder than Risking One's life.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Jennifer is in a bind, and that doesn't even stop to consider

she got herself stuck right in the spider's castle.No, she did something a little rash, more for herself,

than anything else. The problem is she knows she has hurt her very new boyfriend and God only

knows how he was taking it.The reunion with a man over a thousand-years old might be a bit

tense.However, at the end of the day, Jennifer and Stephen are part of the Queen's team and while

the emotions for each other run high, they will get the job done.Along with everyone else on the

team.While all of this is going on, the Queen has a special set of purchases that are wanted by

others, so they can track where she is.And team BMW are trying to figure out who can brew the

best beer of all.Damned Into HellÃ‚Â is part of The Kurtherian Gambit Universe set between books

13 and 14. Ã‚Â Loosely, these three three years are called "The Dark Years" or "The Lost

Years."The Dark Years - when the Trials and Tribulations of being merciful were shouldered by

Bethany Anne and her people.
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Ran across the Rise of Magic series and was intrigued, so decided to purchase all 16 books in the

Kurtherian Gambit series. I then spent the next 4 days reading all 16 of them, then moving on to the

Second Dark Ages and Trials and Tribulations series. This is a very entertaining and intriguing take

on Vampires and Werewolves. I am eagerly awaiting book 17. And while there were warnings about

the cussing in the book I found them to be hilarious. As far as military Scifi goes, I would easily rate

this up there with some of the other major authors in the genre, such as John Ringo's Possleen War

or Through the Looking Glass. Looking forward to enjoying the rest of this series, and the best part

Michael Anderle seems to be a fairly prolific author so not a massive wait between books. Looking

forward to further books in the Trials and Tribulations series, Stephen and Jennifer are great

characters, and want to see who wins the Team BMW beer brewing contest.

I think a good read needs 2 things- 1 characters that you watch change and evolve and care about

their development, and 2 a well defined struggle between good and evil. This book fulfills both of

those things! It is well paced; makes you eager to keep reading. Loved Stephen struggles to accept

Jennifer's decisions. Bad guys are truly evil, but ending makes me say "hurry up book 3".

The next installment of the KG universe, in the form of the series following Stephen and Jennifer,

really rocked. Ended up with more issues than it solved however and there are all sorts of places we

can go from here tho. Mostly I am continually entertained by the adventures of BMW.... the windup

of that tale is gonna be awesome, I just know it is....

Natalie did a fantastic follow-on story about what else was going on while TQB was preparing to

take on the Galaxy. Her characters grow more real as her story progresses. Can't wait for the next

one. Keep up the good writing. You have added more depth of characters and situations to the

kurtherian universe. Congrats from a grateful reader.

I enjoy anything from Michael and most of things others publish with him. This was a decent add on

to BA series. Not great but good. MAYBE if I read it alone it would be better. UNFORTUNATELY

I've already read BA series. So this definitely takes back seat to Bethenny Ann. Sorry, but it is what



it is.

The second book doesn't disappoint a bit! More battles with Stephen and Jennifer. Of course a trio

of my favorites (Team BMW) make a pretty good mess of things in search of my favorite. Beer!

Curious to see where book 3 takes us.

This book and the first one were more in lone with the original Kurtherian gambit books. It stayed

truer to the original characters. It was enjoyable fun and fast paced. Books 1 & 2 the same day.

They could have been one book.

Furthers the storyline well. The characters remain true, so far. Really enjoyed the end of the 2 main

bad guys. Would have liked 1 more chapter about the refugees and what happened to Hsu. And

what happened to Bobcat and Bellatrix' owner?
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